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Karen de Segundo was appointed as Chief Executive, Shell
International Gas Limited, and Chairman, Shell Coal, in
August 1998. Her experience from a broadly-based Shell
career includes a strong focus on Latin America.

Karen joined the Shell Group in 1971 with a law
degree from Leiden University and an MBA from Michigan
State University. She established her grass-roots experience
working in London, Sao Paulo, Houston, Montevideo,
Rotterdam and Rio de Janeiro, mainly in the oil products
marketing and business planning sectors. In the mid-70s,
she worked for the Gas business, marketing LNG for the
Nigeria LNG project.

In 1984, Karen transferred to Uruguay as General
Manager, then joined Shell Nederland in late 1986 as
Deputy Director Personnel, following this with two years as
head of Strategic Planning in Supply & Marketing in
London. In September 1990, Karen moved to Shell Brazil
for four years as Vice-President Oil Products.

In early 1995, she returned to Shell International Gas
Limited in London as Business Director for Central and
South America and Gas Trading. Later that year, Shell
conducted a major re-organisation of its service companies
for which Karen headed up the transition phase for Group
External Affairs, becoming its Vice President from January
1996 until her move to Gas and Power. This period covered
an almost revolutionary period in Shell's external focus and
Karen spearheaded numerous initiatives to ensure Shell's
positive reputation.
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The European gas market is being restructured by a combination of
major global forces. Environmental considerations, particularly the
Kyoto agreement, favour increased gas use, but in the medium-term,
supplies may be limited by low energy prices. The political drive for
increased competition has manifested itself as the European Union's
Gas Directive, which came into force last summer. Shell believes that
the European industry must progressively adapt to this restructuring.
Flexible mechanisms, particularly tradable emissions permits, should
be used to generate investment capital for new gas supply projects.
Moreover, both industry and regulators should take a positive and
constructive approach towards increasing competition in the
marketplace.

Today, I have been asked to talk
about how the Royal Dutch/Shell
Group views developments in the
European gas market. Is a major
restructuring underway? Are we
witnessing some sort of major
turning point?

The short answer is quite
clearly yes - a restructuring is
obviously underway. It is the result
of major global forces:
• first, environmental drivers -

particularly the Kyoto protocol;
• second, market forces - resulting

in low oil prices; and
• finally, political influences —

aimed at stimulating competition,
in Europe embodied in the Gas
Directive.

Impact of Restructuring
In the medium-to-longer term,
these powerful forces will
fundamentally reshape the market.
As we all know, predicting the
outcome of such processes is
extremely difficult, if not
impossible. There is bound to be
considerable uncertainty and a
fairly high level of risk for the
principal players.

That said, I am personally
convinced that - in the long run -
this is going to be a win-win
process. Customers - gas users - are
clearly going to benefit, as is the
overall European economy. After
all, cost-efficient energy supply
chains are a critical under-pinning
for robust economic growth.

As an industry, we will also
benefit in the long run. Increased
competition is always tough.
Margins almost certainly will be
trimmed - which is never easy. But
it will allow us to get even closer to
our customers. That should help us
improve what we already do well -
delivering products efficiently.

The oil, gas and
petrochemicals industries have
always been subject to periods of
rapid price changes - booms and
busts. Energy is a truly global
business and global forces can
sometimes be devastating to
national or regional markets. These
cycles, and their effects, are often
difficult to keep in perspective. A
classic example is the impact they
can have on security of supply
decisions - especially in Europe

"This is going to be a
win-win process.

Customers - gas users,
are clearly going to

benefit, as is the
overall European

economy. After all,
cost-efficient energy
supply chains are a

critical under-pinning
for robust economic

growth."
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"Environmental
drivers - in
particular, the Kyoto
emission targets - are
going to be a major
factor for the gas
business. In general,
environmental
considerations are
strongly positive for
gas."

where long time lags between initial
investment and product delivery are
a fact of life. On top of these
market cycles, significant
environmental considerations are
now emerging.

The effects of both
environmental and market
developments are probably going to
buffet the market in the coming
years. To minimise disruption and
encourage smooth development, I
believe a degree of goodwill and
understanding is necessary from all
sides.

Market Forces - Oil Price Impact
Environmental drivers - in
particular, the Kyoto emission
targets - are going to be a major
factor for the gas business. In
general, environmental
considerations are strongly positive
for gas. But these environmental
drivers are coming to bear in a
distinctly low price world. In the
last 12 months, the century-long
overall slide in virtually all
commodity prices has accelerated.
Energy, despite the recent up-tick,
has been particularly badly hit.

Shell does not see significant
long-term relief. Journalists
sometimes write that Shell is
pessimistic about the oil price
outlook and that is probably true.
But, in this area, it is better to err
on the low side.

The current analysis is that -
although there may be significant
and fairly long-lasting deviations -
the tendency will be towards a low
price world. Here I refer to the oil
price. But, of course, under
present European arrangements,
that drives the gas price. A low

price world in Shell terms is one in
which the Brent reference price
averages around the low to mid-
teens.

What is the underlying logic
for this view? Competition always
drives the oil price towards the
costs of the marginal fields required
to meet demand. Production
restraint by low cost producers —
OPEC - shifts marginal production
to higher cost - non-OPEC - fields.
We calculate that, at the moment,
that marginal price comes to about
14 to 16 dollars for Brent
equivalent.

This marginal cost is, of
course, a moving target. Non-OPEC
costs have declined by 3 to 4 per
cent per annum in the last decade.
That trend is now slowing down - to
about 1 or 2 per cent per annum.
That may not sound like much, but
it translates to at least a 3 dollar per
barrel drop per decade. There is no
longer any doubt that marginal
supply costs are falling.

Demand Side Forces
Now, on the demand side, there are
also major forces at work.
Technological advances are leading
to more efficient cars and more
efficient power generation.
Economic disturbances - such as we
have seen in Asia - can also have
quite a dramatic short-term
downward effect on demand.

In summary, Shell sees good
reason to believe that - fluctuations
aside - in the medium term, we are
looking at a low price world. Of
course, there are other scenarios
for which good arguments can be
made. However, we believe it
prudent to be conservative in our
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price assumptions. The implications
for gas are reasonably clear and
more than a little sobering.

In a world of low oil prices, the
conventional European price
formulas would indicate a border
price for gas between one dollar
fifty and two dollars per million
Btu. At that price, some new supply
could still be brought to market
profitably. However, this would
only be the case for volumes that
could piggyback on existing
infrastructure. True, stand-alone
new developments would need
significantly higher prices - in the
region of two-and-a-half to three
dollars.

Environmental Drivers
This presents a considerable
dilemma. Does it inevitably mean a
supply-constrained market in the
medium term? It could. I think it
depends to a considerable degree
on how the environmental
challenge is met.

As I mentioned, environmental
drivers are positive for gas. It is -
correctly - seen as a cleaner fuel, as
the best option on the carbon fuel
slate. Unless nuclear makes a strong
come-back in Europe - which is
difficult to see - gas is increasingly
going to be the power-generating
fuel of choice. In combined cycle
operations, it has clear benefits -
decreased CO2 emissions, as well as
fewer emissions of other harmful
gases and particulates.

At Kyoto, European countries
committed themselves to significant
reductions of carbon dioxide
emissions. There is now a timetable
in place for the development of the
mechanisms to achieve these

targets.
Shell believes that everyone has

a responsibility to take
precautionary action. As a global
Group, we have committed to
reducing our greenhouse gas
emissions by 10 per cent from 1990
levels by the year 2002, and have
achieved more than half of this
already.

Flexible Mechanisms
To effectively reduce emissions,
society must focus on finding the
most cost-efficient approach.
Otherwise the fragile political
agreement that was reached at
Kyoto will fall apart. Shell believes
that tradable emission permits, and
other flexible mechanisms which
bring the power of market forces to
bear, fit the bill perfectly.

Tradable permits are both
flexible and adaptable, driving
technical innovation and fuel
substitution. The alternative,
taxation, can play a role but to be
most effective, it has to be highly
specific. Generally applied, taxes
remain blunt instruments,
indiscriminate and potentially
distortionary. A blanket European-
wide carbon tax could leave
European industries in an un-
competitive position. On the other
hand, tradable permits - and other
flexible mechanisms - can actually
improve competitiveness and drive
energy markets to low carbon fuels.

A system based on mixing and
matching two different approaches
- as it appears we are currently
headed toward - would be a rather
unsatisfactory compromise.

Given fairly tight overall
emission caps, tradable permits

"To effectively reduce
emissions, society must

focus on finding the
most cost-efficient

approach. Otherwise
the fragile political
agreement that was

reached at Kyoto wiU
fall apart. Shell

believes that tradable
emission permits, and

other flexible
mechanisms which
bring the power of

market forces to bear,
fit the bill perfectly."
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"We expect robust
energy demand growth
from the European
power-generating
sector in the coming
decade. Assuming
permits steer that
demand towards gas,
we could see growing
revenue streams."

would strongly encourage increased
gas use. They would drive up the
cost of all carbon-based fuels. The
higher carbon content fuels would
incur the largest cost increases.
Greater fuel substitution would
result and gas would likely be the
clear winner.

Growing Revenues
We expect robust energy demand
growth from the European power-
generating sector in the coming decade.
Assuming permits steer that demand
towards gas, we could see growing
revenue streams. Permits could also
allow gas prices to rise through contract
mechanisms such as the indexation
formulas or price reviews. Such a
development would provide a healthy
contribution to the investment needed
to bring new supplies to market. If new
projects were still not viable, alternative
price mechanisms could provide a
solution.

The need for very carefully
considered rules to create this
market for permits is obvious.
Provided we get the right
framework in place, the investment
shortfall should shrink. In summary,
environmental drivers will
exacerbate the long-term supply
dilemma but, at the same time,
could contribute to its solution.

Political Drivers
Political trends aimed at stimulating
competition are the third major
global influence bearing down on
the gas market. These trends first
manifested themselves as
deregulation in the UK and, in
1998, as the European Gas
Directive.

The effects of these forces are
already being felt. The market has
begun to evolve, as a few examples
will demonstrate. One of the most
interesting developments has been
the opening of the British gas
market to the Continental. It was
thought that the Interconnector
would lead to British practices
determining Continental prices.

The reverse has happened! The
UK spot price and the winter-
summer differential are now capped
by Continental oil product prices.
This unexpected development has
arisen from the fall in oil prices,
combined with the strengthening
pound. Through the Interconnector
- and later on, the Frigg pipeline —
there will be ample capacity to meet
most, if not all, potential excess
demand from the UK.

It seems that it is difficult for
even the experts to predict how
things are going to play out!

Dutch Progress
An example of the Directive at work
comes from my home country, the
Netherlands. Third party access
there has progressed further than
in any of the other national markets
- except in the UK. An increasing
amount of non-Gasunie gas will flow
in the Gasunie system. It is
transparent, it is open, it fulfils all
the Gas Directive criteria and it
provides the level-playing basis for
healthy competition. According to a
recent Wood MacKenzie report, the
tariffs also compare favourably with
the UK/Transco system.

So changes in the market are
already underway. However, it is
worth remembering that
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liberalisation always plays out in
different ways in different markets.
It depends on the social and
political background and the
institutions that are in place in each
market.

National regulations
supporting the process are
progressing. EU Member States are
adopting the provisions of the Gas
Directive into their national laws.
Subsidiarity, an important feature in
the Directive as it is in all other EU
measures, is alive and well. We
think subsidiarity is a sound
principle as it recognises the
complexity of European markets.

Evidence from many countries
indicates that a much larger
percentage of some markets are
opening up to competition than the
minimum required in the Directive.

Open Markets
Both in theory and, increasingly, in
practise, liberalised markets lead to
costs being squeezed out of supply
chains over time. That, quite
understandably, leads to
expectations of lower prices in
liberalised markets. However, as I
have described, there are very
powerful global environmental and
oil market forces at work. Cyclical
market price patterns, strong new
environmental movements: these
could negate or mask any cost
reductions achieved. They could
also lead to rule changes as the
process develops.

Indeed, that is why it is
extremely difficult to predict how
this process of liberalisation is
going to evolve. And the same is
true for prices.

Securing Future Gas Supplies
There are, however, other factors
that need to be considered -
particularly security of supply.
Security of supply is a major issue in
Europe that can never be
overlooked. North Sea supplies are
reasonably secure. Sourcing
supplies from far away and across
many borders clearly increases all
types of risks, which, in turn,
increase over time. The further out
you look, the greater the degree of
uncertainty. Thankfully, security of
supply is not as key an issue it was
back in the 70s. But it is still a real
concern and must be taken into
account.

Lead Times
In this context, we must remember
that time lags are, as it were, built
into the European gas industry. In
America, supply fluctuates with
small companies simply drilling
additional wells, depending on
prices - a short feedback loop of
less than 6 months. Here, in
Europe, long-term supply contracts
— with first deliveries over 5 years
after signing - are the norm and
are likely to remain so. So, to be
realistic, even in a more liberalised
market, we have to recognise that
long lead times for new supplies are
a reality. For such supplies to be
brought on stream, decisions need
to be taken, by all players, against
the background of added
uncertainty in a restructuring
market.

Increased Competition - An
Emerging Reality
To summarise - there are powerful

"Increasingly, in
practise, liberalised

markets lead to costs
being squeezed out of

supply chains over
time. That, quite

understandably, leads
to expectations of

lower prices in
liberalised markets."
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"Our industry has
created a valuable
European resource -
an extraordinary
infrastructure — that
has contributed
greatly to economic
groztfth. We look
forward to making a
continuing
contribution to
Europe's progress."

forces playing in the European gas
business — environmental, market
and political. The industry is
already changing and is likely to
continue to do so. In a liberalised,
low price, highly competitive world,
gas can be a major contributor to
both our environmental and our
economic well-being.

I have argued today, firstly, that
environmental forces, properly
harnessed, can boost the gas
business significantly. Secondly, that
we are going to have to adjust to a
low price world. And finally, that
political tendencies are going to
drive continued liberalisation and
greater competition.

Increased competition in the
European market is an emerging
reality. On the one hand, there are
those who think it hasn't gone far
enough. On the other, there are

those who think it has gone too far.
Many of those in the industry

who support the liberalisation
objective are somewhat worried
about the process. They are
genuinely concerned, particularly in
the longer term, about the well-
being of the European gas business.

Given the potential impact of
the global forces I have described,
Shell believes moderation is called
for. The move toward greater
competition is clearly a good thing,
but it must not be seen in isolation
from global developments.

Our industry has created a
valuable European resource - an
extraordinary infrastructure - that
has contributed greatly to economic
growth. We look forward to making
a continuing contribution to
Europe's progress.
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Recent speeches by Group managing directors
and other senior executives

Partnership, Principles
and Progress
Clive Mather

Profits and Principles —
The Royal Dutch/Shell Group's Experience

Jeroen van der Veer

Building lasting relationships -
a Shell perspective on developing

Latin American energy
Phil Watts

New technologies -
Responding to Environmental Issues

Mark Moody-Stuart

Questioning Safety -
using Tripod to prevent accidents

Phil Watts

Vision and Reality -
realising the commercial prospects for

deepwater production
Phil Watts
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